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Macroeconomy: Brief Update
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1. Global employment PMI in July decreased by -1.1 point for services and by -0.8 pt. for manufacturing to 52.7 and 50.5, respectively

• Latest Activity Data Still Support Case for Slowing But Not Collapsing Global Economy
– Global composite and employment1 PMIs down in July but > 50 / mobility near pre-Covid level
– Financial conditions eased from recent peak but still much tighter than at start of year

• Inflation: Headline Elevated but Peaking/ Core Not Yet Easing
– Falling oil and agricultural prices and easing of supply bottlenecks …

– Expected to put downward pressure on headline inflation (ex. Europe)
– Core inflation continuing concern due largely to service prices and wage pressure

– Major central bank policies to remain hawkish

• US:  Despite Two Consecutive Quarters of Negative GDP Growth, Not in Recession
– Employment robust/ unemployment rate back to 50-yr. low / gasoline prices edging down but…
– Lending  standards tightening / Fed  expected to hike policy rate 75bps. in September

• Euro Area: Latest Retail Sales Weak/ Unemployment Rate Stable/ Production Up Slightly
– Natural gas major uncertainty / set gas saving contingency plan / fiscal stimulus increasing

• UK: BoE Increased Bank Rate 50 bps / Largest Increase in 27 Years 
– BoE now forecasting  inflation to peak at 13% in October and recession to start later in year

• China: Lackluster July Manufacturing PMI Due Largely to Weak Housing and Export Sectors 
– Policy stimulus expected to provide lift for economy before party conference in fall



Macroeconomic Backdrop: Improving Financial Conditions / Global Mobility
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Financial Conditions Global Mobility / New Covid Case

• Financial conditions tight vis-a-vis  start of year but 
eased somewhat recently due to lower long-term 
interest rates and higher equity prices

• Global mobility near pre-Covid peak
• World (ex China) learning to live with Covid
• New global covid-19 cases down from prior peaks 
• Deaths and hospitalizations also down

Source: GS, Google, OWID, JPM



Latest PMIs Consistent With Global Slowing but Not Collapsing
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Source: S + P Global, Haver, GS

• Global composite decreased nearly 3pts in July to 50.8
• Manufacturing and services both at 51
• New orders,  a forward indicator, decreased in month to 

~54, still expansion but lowest since May 2020

• Manufacturing indicators for US, EUR, and China softened 
in July

• US (52) still expansionary,  while Euro Area (49.8) and 
China (49.7) in borderline contraction

Global PMIs Manufacturing PMIs: Major Economics



Strong US Employment with Continuing Wage Pressures
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Payroll Employment Wage Trackers

• Payroll employment (153mil) and unemployment 
(3.5%) now back to pre-pandemic levels in July

• Unexpectedly strong 528K increase in payroll  
employment driven by services + 402K 

• Widely followed average earnings up 5.2% over year 
ago in July

• Other trackers also pointing to rising wage pressures
• Rising wages, hours worked and employment positive 

for consumer spending but also suggest further policy  
rate hikes

Source: BLS, Haver



Latest PMIs Suggest Bottleneck Pressures Stating to Ease
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• DM manufacturing inventories increased to 51.2 in 
July, a record level, while…

• Output prices declined to a one-year low, albeit still 
high, 65.4

• Global manufacturing PMI suppliers’ delivery time 
moderated to 42.7 in July…

• Best in two years but still above pre-pandemic levels

Inventories & Output Prices Supplier Delivery Times

Source: S & P Global, Haver, GS



Macroeconomic Backdrop: Core Inflation Ongoing Serious Challenge
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Core Inflation Wage Pressures

• Core inflation is still far above target in US, UK, and 
Euro area

• US upside outlier with core PCE inflation 4.8% over 
year ago in June (latest available)

• Wage trackers indicate that wages are accelerating in 
the UK and Euro area but not as rapidly as in the US



Debate Re Commodity Price Outlook1
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• Bull Case: Recent Dip in Commodity Prices Interruption, Not Change, in Upward Trend
– Historic tightness in physical markets
– Structural underinvestment in supply
– ESG considerations continue to overhang investment decisions

• Bear Case: Global Economy Headed Into Recession
– Demand likely to weaken as manufacturing and mobility slow
– Strong dollar — 42 of 45 globally-traded commodities transact in USD
– High prices will increase supply / don’t underestimate human ingenuity

Oil Capex Projects Energy Supply Capex/Renewables

Source: Company Data, GS Source: IEA, WEI, GS 

1. Top of Mind, GS Publication, July 22, 2022, Jeff Currie — Head of GS Commodities Reach —argues higher prices inevitable; Gary Shilling — Financial Consultant — argues commodity prices will move lower
2. Renewable and biofacts current ~45% of energy Capex



Global Private and Government Debt Surge / Special Topic

91. Global debt growth average 5.6% from 2000 - 2009

Total Global Debt1

Global Government & Private Debt
Source: IIF, JPM

Source: IIF,  JPM

• Total global debt has soared to $250 tril. /350% of 
GDP, down slightly from 1Q21 peak but…

• Recent growth eye catching. Global debt as share 
of GDP is up 28%-points from pre-Covid level and 
essentially triple level at start of millennium

• Private sector accounts for 70% of global debt

• Sharp buildup in private-sector debt pre-GFC due 
largely to over-leveraged housing sector

• Buildup of government debt from ~63% of GDP in 
2007 to peak of 107% in 1Q21 due to two major 
recessions



Global Debt Surge Nuanced Issue / Special Topic
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• Country debt-to-GDP ratios span wide range.  DMs 
generally higher than EMs

• High ratios seemingly imply private sector default risks 
will be elevated & government policymakers will have 
less flexibility in the future

• But need to look at country specifics to accurately access 
risks: Are assets rising in line with liabilities? Do 
government debts include interagency loans? Access to 
capital? Currency risk?

• Rising interest rates will exert some upward pressure 
on government budgets 

• Servicing costs, however, appear manageable in 
historical context, particularly when interest expense 
as a share of GDP is reduced by the amount of debt 
that is inflated away each year as a share of GDP

Global Debt by Country, 1Q22
US Real Interest Expense % of GDP

Source: IIF, JPM Source: OMB, Fed, GS

1. Country ratios range from 619% (Japan) to 89% (Indonesia) —US (359%), UK (457%), EU (394%)
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